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other countries.
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About us
For the betterment of the public realm

Why does mobile
have potential?

1

The ubiquity
of mobile

2

Rapid
response

3

Cost
efficiency

4

The discipline
of short

5

The promise
of “now”

6

Access to
new data
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Objective of this work:

Understanding the potential of mobile in
collecting evidence

Our questions
1. How efficient is mobile SMS vs other methods of collecting evidence from teachers in the
Connecting Classroom programme?

2. What is the potential for using Interactive Voice Response (IVR), compared with
SMS, telephone surveys (CATI) and face-to-face surveys of collecting information in the general
population?

3. At the classroom learning outcome level, what is the role that mobile play? Can mobile
improve the immediacy of outcome data collection?
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1.
How efficient is mobile SMS vs other
methods of collecting evidence from
teachers on the Connecting
Classroom programme?

Connecting Classrooms
Monitoring and Evaluation
•

Aims for 100,000 surveys across 40
countries in 3 years

•

Many countries low internet
connectivity

•

Traditional self-completion paper
approach very expensive and
inefficient

•

Need a new digital solution
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Connecting Classrooms
Monitoring and Evaluation
• Tablets – upfront cost, connectivity
issues, ongoing maintenance
• Digital survey scanning – multiple
surveys, cost of scanners, cost of
outsourcing, risks of lost data (postal
service)
• SMS – relatively low cost, vast majority
of teachers have a mobile phone

How efficient is mobile SMS vs other methods of collecting evidence from
teachers on the Connecting Classroom programme?
Research Questions

1. What response rate can we
expect when we already know
the respondent?

2. Does administering airtime
upfront increase response
rates? Is it cost-efficient?

3. How does SMS compare to
paper and telephone in terms
of value for money?

4. What are the practical
considerations to bear in
mind for successful SMS
survey administration?
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Pilot study design
• Study conducted in 2017 in Ethiopia with 390 Connecting Classrooms participants
• SMS survey with 16 questions
• Experimental design for administering airtime incentive

Group A:
Incentive at
end

Opt in

Complete
questionnair
e

Receive
airtime
incentive

Group B:
Incentive at
start

Opt in

Receive
airtime
incentive

Complete
questionnair
e
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1. What response rate can we expect when we already know the respondent?
Response rate is broadly in line with expectations, but both opt-in rate and
response rate can be improved.

Drop-off rate

52% opted in

80

48% answered Q1

60

23% completed

40

survey (90 resp.)

20
Q16

Q15

Q14

Q13

Q12

Q11

Q10

Q9

Q8

Q7

Q6

Q5

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

0
Opt in

Percentage

100

12
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2. Does administering airtime upfront increase response rates? Is it cost-efficient?
Some evidence of ‘reciprocal behaviour’ and slightly higher response,
but upfront incentive is not cost-efficient
Response rate by group

Airtime cost per group:

25%

21%

Overall
Incentive at end

Group

Total cost

Cost per
completed
response

Incentive
at end

£0.50*42=
£21

£0.50
(42 resp.)

Incentive
at start

£0.50*93=
£47

£1.00
(48 resp.)

Incentive at start
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So how does this compare with other methods of data collection?
Average survey response rates in a known sample of teachers
90%
70%

23%

Paper

Telephone

SMS

14
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3. How does SMS compare to paper and telephone in terms of value for money?
Value for money – Economy (unit cost per survey)

£1.50

£1.40

£0.90

Paper

Telephone

SMS
15

3. How does SMS compare to paper and telephone in terms of value for money?

Minutes

Value for Money – Efficiency (staff time per survey in minutes)

30

7
0.5
Paper

Telephone

SMS
16
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4. What are the practical considerations to bear in mind for successful SMS
survey administration?
Learnings:
Unexpected challenges:

Intricacies of survey
platform:

- Change of airtime
bundles

Allow plenty of
time for piloting!

Image © copyright

Expiration of reminders

- Internet downtime

How efficient is mobile SMS vs other methods of collecting evidence from
teachers on the Connecting Classroom programme?
Conclusions
1. What response rate can we
expect when we already know the
respondent?

2. Does administering airtime
upfront increase response rates?
Is it cost-efficient?

Lower than other modes at
about 25%, but can be improved

Slightly, but not cost-efficient

3. How does SMS compare to
paper and telephone in terms of
value for money?

4. What are the practical
considerations to bear in mind for
successful survey administration?

Better value for money

Importance of alerting target pop
in advance; Allow plenty of time
for piloting
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2.
What is the potential for using IVR vs
SMS vs telephone surveys (CATI)
vs face-to-face surveys of collecting
information?

What is the potential for using IVR vs SMS vs telephone surveys (CATI) vs
face-to-face surveys of collecting information in the general population?
Research questions

1. How do response rates differ
between CATI, IVR, SMS, and
FTF surveys?

2. How does the
representativeness differ
across CATI, IVR, and SMS
modes?

3. Can IVR and SMS provide an
unbiased estimate of voting
behavior? If there is bias, can
weights reduce bias?

4. How does the cost differ
across survey modes?

20
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Kantar Public studies in partnership with RTI
Study design for population-based surveys

Mobile Phone Surveys

Gold standard comparison

F2F
Demographic and
Health Survey
2013
No incentive

CATI
3000 completes
2016
No incentive
85 Qs

Nationally representative
Ages 18-64

SMS
2400 completes

IVR
1600 completes

2017
~1USD incentive
12 Qs

All used Random Digit Dialing (RDD) Ages 18-64

1. How do response rates differ between CATI, IVR, SMS, and FTF surveys?
IVR yields higher response rate than SMS, but both are very low
Response rate
90%+

10%

F2F

CATI

3%

0.2%

IVR

SMS

22
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2. How does the representativeness differ across CATI, IVR, and SMS modes?
Younger people overrepresented in mobile
Age distribution by mode
7%
17%

12%

18%

27%

2%
8%

3%
9%

27%

23%

62%

65%

25%
54%

40%

FTF

CATI
18-29
30-39

IVR
40-49
50-64

SMS
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2. How does the representativeness differ across CATI, IVR, and SMS modes?
Women are under-represented in mobile
Gender distribution by mode

53%
33%

FTF

CATI

36%
28%

IVR

SMS

24
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2. How does the representativeness differ across CATI, IVR, and SMS modes?
Lower educated people very under-represented in mobile
Education distribution by mode
13%
22%

40%

50%

46%

32%

9%

11%
8%

51%

26%
39%

FTF
No school

5%

CATI
Primary

41%
3%

IVR
SMS
Secondary
Post-secondary
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3. Can IVR and SMS provide an unbiased estimate of voting behavior? If there is
bias, can weights reduce bias?
Weighting does not help improve representativeness
Estimates of voting in 2015 general election in Nigeria
Actual percentage
True value
who voted
IVR: Weighted
IVR: Unweighted
SMS: Weighted
SMS: Unweighted

32%
73%
68%
65%
59%

26
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4. How does the cost differ across survey modes?
SMS and IVR surveys are cheaper than CATI, but not when standardised for length
Cost of IVR and SMS Data Collection, relative to CATI
(standardized to 3,000 completes)

-76%
-57%

CATI benchmark

SMS
IVR

35%
130%

Relative cost compared to CATI
86 questions for all modes
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What is the potential for using IVR vs SMS vs telephone surveys (CATI) vs faceto-face surveys of collecting information in the general population?
Conclusions
1. How do response rates differ
between CATI, IVR, SMS, and F2F
surveys?

2. How does the
representativeness differ across
CATI, IVR, and SMS modes?

SMS and IVR is much lower than
both CATI and F2F

SMS and IVR yields biased
sample; IVR better than SMS for
no education

3. Can IVR and SMS provide an
unbiased estimate of voting
behavior? If there is bias, can
weights reduce bias?

4. How does the cost differ across
survey modes?

No, and weighting makes it
worse

SMS and IVR more expensive
than CATI when standardized for
length
28
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3.
At the classroom learning outcome
level, what is the role that mobile
can play?

Objective of this work:

Explore how new technologies can
support the development and
assessment of core skills
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Our questions

1. How can we meaningfully assess core skills?

2. How can new technologies support assessment of core skills?

3. How can data inform impact at classroom level?

1. How can we meaningfully
assess core skills?
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Changing the face of traditional assessment

1
Shift from narrow
focus on
accreditation to
broader focus on
feedback and
reflection

2
Move away from
limited, fixed or
end point one-off
assessments and
towards multiple
and ongoing
record of
achievements

3
Move from single
assessor
perspective by
requiring
assessments from
different
perspectives

4

5

Shift from the
focus on
secondary
evidence towards
the use of
primary evidence
based on
observation of
practice and its
impact

Help ensure that
what is being
assessed is what
the community
considers to be
the most
important
elements of
practice

2. How can new
technologies support assessment
of core skills?
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A New Direction-From Point of Sales to Point of Learning Systems
(www.lengo.it)

Capturing evidence of actions and
learning, whenever and wherever
it happens

What is a Point of Learning Platform?
The three main components of a Point of Learning Platform are:

1

Learning Frameworks (observable learning objectives)

2

On-line collaborative environments (patterns of recorded
learning, evidence accumulated, shared and analysed)

3

Mobile applications (transactional data captured when and
where they happen)
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FRAMEWORK

The Learning Framework
LEVEL

LEVEL

LEVEL

1

2

3

Listen closely and communicate
openly, honestly and directly

I give people time to reflect on
new ideas
I allow people to express how they
feel about things

Communicate
All concerned can express their
views
Debate constructively, decide
definitively and support actively

I make sure decisions are clear

I use various techniques to allow
new thinking to develop

FRAMEWORK

On-line collaborative environments
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Gaining and Giving Credits
Give a peer credit

…and credit the learner

3. How can data inform impact at
classroom level
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Pilot Background information
Lebanon

Ethiopia

No of schools involved

5

5

No of teachers involved

10

10

No of school leaders involved

5

5

No of students engaged
Core skills framework being
monitored

258

447

Critical thinking and problem
solving

Critical thinking and problem
solving

Self-Reflection

Peer

Assessor

• Continuous
• Minimum 2 credits per week
• Submit evidence every 2
weeks

• Every 2 weeks

• Every 4 weeks

High Level Data
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Analyse data at different levels

School level

Teacher level

Framework level

Zooming into the data
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Validation through pattern of credits (change in behaviour)

Approaches to support implementation
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Summary

Approach easy to implement and

scalable

Assessment from multiple
perspectives important for core skills
assessment and ensures validity of data

Early signs of consistent embedding of
core skills in practice through patterns
of change at teacher level

The platform enhanced the process of
self reflection and better learning
design

Data supported discussions around

specific areas for improvement
(and development of a community of
practice)

4.
Conclusion
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Conclusions

How efficient is mobile
when the population is
known?
• SMS is a viable option
with many benefits and
some challenges
• Next step is to conduct
further trial to find most
efficient approach

What’s the potential for
using IVR and SMS in
general population
surveys?

At the classroom
learning outcome level,
what is the role that
mobile can play?

• Not for representative
surveys

• Makes it easier to
collect data at the “point
of learning”

• Don’t expect weighting
will solve your problems
• Clarity of use, trade-offs

• Leadership critical to
value this new model of
assessment
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